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Solitons have been observed in various physical phenomena. Here, we show that the distinct characteristics
of solitons are present in the mass cell movement of non-chemotactic mutants of the cellular slime mould
Dictyostelium discoideum. During starvation, D. discoideum forms multicellular structures that
differentiate into spore or stalk cells and, eventually, a fruiting body. Non-chemotactic mutant cells do not
form multicellular structures; however, they do undergo mass cell movement in the form of a pulsatile
soliton-like structure (SLS). We also found that SLS induction is mediated by adhesive cell-cell interactions.
These observations provide novel insights into the mechanisms of biological solitons in multicellular
movement.
S
olitons are a widely observed physical phenomenon that behave like waves but possess many features of
particles1. A soliton is defined as a self-reinforcing solitary wave that travels at constant speed without
changing shape. Solitons do not obey the superposition principle, whichmakes the wave structure robust in
collisions with other wave structures. In biology, soliton theory has been applied to explain signal and energy
propagation in biomembranes, the nervous system, and low frequency collective motion in proteins and DNA2–5;
however, there has been no evidence of solitons as a higher-level biological phenomena. An example of such
biological phenomena is multicellular movement during morphogenesis and development. The details of how
this organized phenomenon is spatiotemporally regulated have not been reported, but presumably such regu-
lation is characterized by simple and robust rules.
We have demonstrated that non-chemotacticDictyostelium discoideummutants exhibit a characteristic struc-
ture with the features of a self-reinforcing solitary wave, or soliton. Under starvation conditions, the mutants do
not aggregate but form an arc-shape multicellular structure, named the Soliton-Like-Structure (SLS). SLS move-
ment continuesmuch longer than the developmental cycle, moves at constant speed without changing shape, and
does not obey the superposition principle. Even after collisions, waves pass through each other, conserving their
physical qualities. Thus, we conclude the SLS exhibits soliton features that may be maintained by cell-to-cell
adhesion mechanisms.
Results
Non-chemotactic mutants of Dictyostelium discoideum exhibit a soliton-like structure in multicellular
movement. In wild-type cells of the slime mould Dictyostelium discoideum, a starvation signal triggers a
developmental programme. Following exhaustion of their bacterial food source, the erstwhile random
movement of the amoeboid cells is orchestrated to yield an aggregation of cells, mediated by the self-secreted
extracellular chemoattractant, cAMP. The resultant migratory, multicellular structure is known as a slug.
Transformation of the slug occurs within 8 h and results in a fruiting body that consists of two differentiated
cell types, spore cells and stalk cells6 (Fig. 1a, Supplementary video S1).
We have isolated D. discoideum mutants that lack all chemotactic activities, leaving them unable to proceed
down developmental pathways that require cell aggregation7,8. Soliton-like structures (SLSs) were observed in the
KI-5 and KI-10 mutants within 6 h following the consumption of bacteria (Fig. 1b, Supplementary video S2).
Since the features of the SLSs were not distinguishable between the two mutants, we only describe the KI-5
phenotype in this manuscript. SLSs emerged around 6 h after exhaustion of the bacterial food supply and
persisted for 48 6 3 h in 5 independent experiments. (See a typical time course of SLS in Supplementary Fig.
S1 and Supplementary video S3). Maintenance of the SLS structure despite collision with other SLSs is char-
acteristic of a soliton wave (Fig. 1c, Supplementary video S4). The formation of SLSs is dependent on cell density
such that the higher the density of the cells, the larger the SLS formed (Fig. 1d); however, an excessively high
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density prevents SLS formation (Fig. 1d). Moreover, as the duration
of cell starvation increased, SLS size and number decreased
(Supplementary Fig. S1, Supplementary video S3). Despite the vari-
ability in size, SLSs moved at a constant velocity of approximately
20 mm/min, which is twice the rate (10 mm/min) of starvedwild-type
cells9,10. Since SLS velocity is comparable to that of prespore or pre-
stalk cells in the slug11, SLS cell motility may represent a distinct
aspect of differentiated cell movement.
SLS depends on the cAMP signalling genes but is independent of
extracellular cAMP and DIF-1. In D. discoideum, the sensory sig-
nalling pathway used during development involves cAMP synthesis
and signalling through the serpentine cell surface receptor, trimeric
G protein12. Therefore, mutants that lack the genes responsible for
these processes—carA; the cAMP receptor, gpaB; the trimeric G
protein a subunit, and acaA; an adenylyl cyclase—are defective in
cell aggregation and dependent processes due to lack of cAMP
production13–15. These null mutants showed few signs of SLS
formation, indicating that the cAMP signalling pathway is required
for SLS formation (Fig. 2a, Supplementary video S5, S6, S7). We have
shown that KI-5 and KI-10 are defective in cGMP metabolism in
response to extracellular cAMP stimuli despite possessing the
machinery for cAMP receptor-dependent cAMP production7,16,17.
During cell aggregation, extracellular cAMP concentrations of an
order of magnitude less than the micromolar level play a critical
role such that cAMP concentrations of a millimolar order of
magnitude substantially inhibit morphogenesis18. Next, in order to
determine if extracellular cAMP is required for SLS formation, KI-5
cells were exposed to extremely high concentration and depletion of
cAMP. Under the condition with the high concentration of 1 mM
cAMP, formation of SLSs was not disturbed (Fig. 2b). Furthermore,
KI-5 cells were plated on non-nutrient agar with 4 mM caffeine and
conditioned medium prepared from the supernatant of wild-type
cells in starvation (see Methods). Since caffeine is an adenylyl
cyclase inhibitor in D. discoideum and the conditioned medium
contains enough phosphodiesterase activity to degrade most of the
physiological amount of extracellular cAMP19,20, little cAMP was
measured in the extracellular fraction of KI-5 cells starved for 12 h
with 5 mM caffeine and conditioned medium (Table I; see Supple-
mentary methods). With 5 mM caffeine and the conditioned
medium, SLSs were normally formed without disturbance (Fig. 2c).
These observations indicate that extracellular cAMP is not required
for SLS formation. Another morphogen, DIF-1, is a stalk cell-
inducing factor and a modulator of chemotactic activity21,22. In the
presence of high DIF-1 concentrations, SLSs developed normally
(Fig. 2d).
SLS is a dynamically stabilized structure. Cell motion in SLSs was
investigated at a highermagnification and with RFP (Red fluorescent
protein)-expressing KI-5 cells generated by transformation with
Figure 1 | Multicellular movement of the non-chemotactic D. discoideum KI-5 mutant shows soliton-like structures (SLSs) which behave similarly to
soliton waves. (a, b), Formation of multicellular structures in parental wild-type XP55 (a) and SLSs in non-chemotactic mutant KI-5 (b) cells.
(c), The collision of 2 independent SLSs. (d), Dose dependency of KI-5 cell density on SLS formation. All pictures were taken at the indicated time after
exhaustion of the D. discoideum food source, Klebsiella aerogenes.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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monomeric RFP expression vector. Motile cells in front of the wave
moved randomly and did not appear to migrate into the SLS but
instead were incorporated passively (Fig. 3a, 3b & Supplementary
video S8, S9, S10). At the same time, some cells at the rear of the SLS
were left behind and reverted to random motion. The number of
RFP-expressing incorporated cells was comparable to the number of
cells left behind the SLS (Fig. 3b). In 3 independent SLSs, the number
of highly RFP-expressing incorporated cells and the number of cells
left behind were nearly the same (Table II). Furthermore, removal of
cells in front of a moving SLS showed that the thickness of the SLS
was reduced and eventually disappeared (Fig. 3c, Supplementary
video S11). These results indicate that SLSs do not constitute a
static, independent cluster of cells but are dynamically stabilized
structures that continuously incorporate cells in front and leave
cells trailing behind.
Collision of two independent SLSs. The SLS structure is stable
regardless of collision other SLSs (Fig. 1c, Supplementary video
S4). In order to investigate cell behaviour in colliding SLSs, SLS
collisions were recorded at high magnification. In head-on colli-
sions, the SLSs appeared to coalesce as clusters and glide in a
circular motion (Supplementary video S11). They did not always
maintain their original orientation, with some switching orienta-
tion to the opposite direction. This was confirmed in RFP-
expressing KI-5 cells (Fig. 4, Supplementary video 12, 13). Some
cells in each soliton maintained (arrow in Fig. 4) or reversed
(arrowhead in Fig. 4) direction after the collision. These results
indicate that, in SLS collisions, cells merge into each other as a
cluster and glide, but separate in 2 directions independent of the
original direction.
End-to-end adhesion may play a major role in the distinct and
stable directional locomotion of SLS. Next, cells comprising SLS
weremoderately dispersed and placed under an agar overlay (Fig. 5a,
Supplementary video 14). A population of cells contacted each other
in an end-to-end manner and moved in a tandem structure, similar
to cell movement in slugs23. Within this structure, two or more cells
were often found to concatenate although they sometimes formed a
broken line (arrows in Fig. 5a). These end-to-end concatenations and
Figure 2 | Failure of SLS formation in non-chemotactic mutants with
defective cAMP signalling, and the effect of cAMP and DIF-1 on SLS
formation. (a), Absence of multicellular structure formation in carA,
gbpB, and acaA null mutants following bacterial exhaustion. (b), SLS
formation with 1 mM cAMP. (c), Absence of SLS formation with 4 mM
caffeine. (d), SLS formation with 100 mM DIF-1.
Table I | cAMP concentration in the extracellular fraction of KI-5
cells with 5 mM caffeine and conditioned medium
Addition
cAMP concentration in
supernatant (pmol/mL)
No caffeine and no CM 1.70 6 0.33
5 mM caffeine and CM 0.09 6 0.06
The results are shown as the mean 6 S.D. of triplicate determinations of 3 independent
experiments. CM 5 conditioned medium (see Materials and methods).
Figure 3 | Cell movements in SLSs. (a), Cell movement of SLSs. (b), Cell
movement of SLSs with RFP-labelled KI-5 cells. (c), Removal of cells in
front of a moving SLS. The arrow and arrowhead indicate cells
incorporated into and left behind an SLS, respectively.
Table II | The number of highly REP-expressing cells that are incor-
porated into and left behind a SLS
The number of RFP-expressing
incorporated cells cells behind ratio
Experiment I 17 17 1.0
Experiment II 17 20 0.8
Experiment III 18 20 0.9
Ratio indicates the relative value of the number of RFP-expressing incorporated cells to cells behind
a SLS per movie.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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subsequent tandem structure movements were observed on
occasions when one cell encountered other cells (arrowheads in
Fig. 5a). Furthermore, SLS formation was never inhibited by 5 mM
EDTA at which concentration calcium-dependent cell adhesion is
abolished and, thus, cell aggregation in wild-type cells is blocked by
inhibition of side-by-side cell adhesion24 (Fig. 5b). These obser-
vations suggest end-to-end adhesion may play a major role in the
distinct and stable directional locomotion of SLS, and calcium-
dependent cell adhesion is not involved in SLS formation.
Discussion
In this manuscript, we show that the distinct characteristics of soli-
tons are observable in the mass cell movement of non-chemotactic
mutants of a cellular slimemould. Upon starvation, wild-type cells of
the cellular slime mould D. discoideum stop growing and initiate
spontaneous formation of multicellular structures, accompanied by
chemotaxis-dependent cell aggregation. This results in cell differ-
entiation. In contrast, non-chemotactic mutants do not undergo
aggregation; however, they do undergo a mass cell movement that
possesses the characteristics of a soliton. They form pulsatile SLSs
that retain their shape andmove at a constant velocity. Furthermore,
the shape of each SLS remains unchanged after collisions with other
SLSs (Supplementary video S4, S12, S13). These observations provide
the first insight into soliton-related behaviours in eukaryotic multi-
cellular movement.
In myxobacteria, starved cells exhibit a highly organized periodic
pattern of accumulations that move as traveling waves called rip-
ples25,26. Two sets of waves appear tomove in opposite directions with
the same wave length and speed, like SLSs; however, the mechanism
of wave movement in collisions is rather different from that of SLS.
When two ripple wave fronts collide, cells move in the reverse dir-
ection. Consequently, the outgoing waves consist of a combination of
individuals from both incoming waves. This gives the appearance of
waves passing through one another. In the collision of SLSs, each cell
maintains its direction forward or reverses. This feature is distinctly
different from that of SLS.
Null mutants that lack carA, gpaB, and acaA are defective in SLS
formation. These observations indicate that cAMP signalling is
responsible for SLS formation. On the other hand, extracellular
cAMP and exhaustion of cAMP by caffeine had no effect on SLS
formation. Thus, cAMP signalling is important for the transition
from vegetative to starved stage, but is not necessary for SLS main-
tenance. Furthermore, since KI-5 is defective in intracellular cGMP
metabolism in response to cAMP stimuli, cGMP is not necessary for
SLS emergence and maintenance.
InD. discoideum, cell adhesionmolecules mediate cell-to-cell con-
tact during development. DdCAD-1 and gp80 are responsible for
spatio-temporal cell adhesion. DdCAD-1 localizes primarily on cells
at the tip and outer margin of cell streams, whereas gp80 localizes to
contact regions between cells within well-developed streams27,28.
DdCAD-1 is enriched in filopodial structures at the cell contact
region, suggesting DdCAD-1 plays an important role at the leading
edge of migrating cells. However, since we found that SLS formation
and maintenance are EDTA-resistant phenomena, the adhesion
molecule is not likely to be responsible for SLS, because DdCAD-1
is not adhesive under calcium-depleted conditions in the presence of
EDTA. In the end-to-end adhesion in SLS, calcium-resistant adhe-
sion molecules may serve as a target marker for contact. Based on
these observations, the explanation for dynamically stablemovement
of SLSmay be elucidated through the specific localization of calcium-
resistant adhesive molecules such as gp80.
Based on our observations, we speculate that the formation of SLSs
is initiated by random collisions in early-stage starvation. Since SLS is
only observed under starvation conditions, we suggest cell polariza-
tion is important for SLS. Once cells become polarized, their move-
ment becomes aligned and propagates as a cluster by end-to-end
adhesion. To understand if the characteristics of biological solitons
reported in this study can apply to multicellular movement in not
only D. discoideum but also general developmental morphogenesis,
further mathematical treatment providing theoretical validation of
the soliton nature of the SLSs is required.
Methods
Culture conditions and SLS observation. The parental strain of wild-type
Dictyostelium discoideum XP55 and the non-chemotactic mutants KI-5 and KI-10
Figure 4 | Collision of two independent SLSs with RFP-expressing KI-5 cells. The arrow and arrowhead indicate cells which maintained and changed
direction, respectively, in SLSs after collision.
Figure 5 | Movement of the dispersed cells derived from SLSs. (a), Cell
movement of loosely disaggregated SLS. Arrows indicate breakage of a cell
concatenate. Arrowheads indicate attachment of 2 cell concatenates.
(b), SLS formation on an agar plate containing 5 mM EDTA.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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cells were cultivated as described7. For eachmutant, 1.03 105 cells were inoculated on
a 9-cm 1/3 SM plate (0.3% glucose, 0.3% bactopeptone, 1.5% agar, and 40 mM
KH2PO4/Na2HPO4, pH 6.0) with an aliquot of Klebsiella aerogenes suspension. At 2
days incubation at 21uC, bacterial exhaustion was observed. Time-lapse videos were
then taken at 21uC with a digital stereoscopic microscope (Olympus SZX12).
Conditioned medium was prepared from the extracellular supernatant of wild-type
cells (1.03 107 cells/mL) incubated in phosphate buffer (PB: 10 mMNa/K phosphate
buffer, pH 6.5) for 12 h at 21uC. To look at the effect of cell density on SLS, cells were
cultivated on 1/3 SM plates at 21uC. They were harvested and washed 3 times with PB
using a repeated centrifugation procedure (350 g for 2 min 3 3 at 4uC). The cells of
each strain were plated with 1.5% non-nutrient agar and were adjusted to the cell
density indicated in the figure legend. Higher-magnification time-lapse videos were
taken using a modified agar overlay method as described29. Pictures and videos were
taken using a contrast and fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200M).
Transformation of KI-5 cells. Transformation of KI-5 cells was performed as
described previously with a few modifications30. Details are provided in the
Supplementary methods.
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